Semi-automated mapping of
geomorphological features in the Baruth
Ice-Marginal Valley using LiDAR-data.
A PPLYING ISOLATION , SEGMENTATION AND AU TOMATISATION TO L I DAR- DATA VIA OBJECT - BASED
IMAGE ANALYSIS (OBIA).

Abstract
Recent advancements in technology has made it possible to obtain LiDAR data much faster. The
methods of analysing this data are rapidly growing. This research describes the different possibilities of
object based image analysis using eCognition, ArcGIS, LAStools and Python. By classifying dunes in
the Baruth Ice-Marginal Valley with the use of different land surface parameters we aim to provide a
basis on which further research can be build. We find that using OBIA for the isolation of
geomorphological objects is still a difficult task and that there is no single method to achieve reliable
results. By using a combination of the software it is however possible to achieve favourable results
which shows promising development for the future of semi-automated mapping.
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Introduction
Research into the processes that shape landforms that make up the Earth’s surface can be considered as
fundamental to the sustainable development of the environment (Griffiths et al. 2011). To scientifically
investigate these formational processes, it is necessary to give an adequate description or representation
of the Earth’s surface and its landscape. This is done via geomorphological mapping which aims to
describe the origins, diversity and dynamics of the terrain on the earth (Tucker and Hancock, 2010).
Geomorphological maps in many cases form the basis for earth formational studies and describe the
evolution of a landscape. Due to this these maps can be used for multiple purposes like natural risk
assessments, landscape conservation or protection and landscape management (Anders, 2013). Through
geomorphological mapping it’s possible to interpret and identify a landscape by both its morphology,
which aims to provide information on the changes of certain landscape characteristics and their spatial
distribution throughout a specific land surface area, and the formational processes that have influenced
and shaped the landscape throughout the years (Knight et al., 2011). Originally geomorphological
mapping was done by hand using information ascertained through the combination of extensive field
research, aerial photographs and contour lines from topographical maps. This is however a very long
procedure and will take more time the bigger and more detailed mapping becomes. Furthermore, the
method of making hand drawn geomorphological maps is considered very expensive and time
consuming. Recent years have however brought about a technological advancement in the fields of
mapping. Mainly the methods of obtaining information concerning the different parameters within a
landscape have become much more advanced and also much more cost efficient. These new
improvements have opened op new opportunities concerning the geomorphological mapping and
research that is affiliated with this practice (Anders, 2013).
Nowadays information can be gathered relatively quickly on a large scale using aerial Light
Detection and Ranging also called LiDAR. The geomorphological mapping through LiDAR offers a
wealth of information about the shaping of landforms and the spatial distributions of certain landforms.
The process of analysing this LiDAR data is however still in development and commonly has to still be
validated via field research. Currently most analysis of LiDAR data and semi-automated mapping is
done concerning the land-use cover of a certain area. The current knowledge concerning land-use cover
segmentation, isolation and classification is therefore much larger than that of the segmentation,
isolation and classification of different geomorphological objects.
This research aims to explore the possibilities of isolating and segmenting geomorphological
objects, in particular dunes, from LiDAR data (point cloud data) within eCognition and ArcGIS
software. Furthermore, a short look is given into the further possibilities within the automatisation of
this process by using a semi-automated Python script. Besides this practical research, attention will also
be given to the benefits of object based image analysis (OBIA) from a purely theoretical point of view,
to assess the broader options that OBIA presents compared to pixel based image analysis. First the
background of the research will be expanded on in which details on the research area, theoretical
framework, research questions and objectives, relevance and structure will be given. Second the
methods used within this research will be explained. Third the results will be represented extensively
and lastly the current possibilities of geomorphological mapping by the use of OBIA on LiDAR data
will be shown in the conclusion.

Research background
Research Area
To create a script that can improve semiautomated mapping it is of course necessary
to work within a certain case study area. The
subject area chosen for this research is the
Baruth Ice-Marginal Valley or the ‘Baruther
Urstromtal’ in German, located to the south of
Berlin, Germany. This valley is part of the
Glogau-Baruth fluvio-glacial valley which
stretches across Germany and Poland as can
be seen in figure 2. This valley was created
during the last ice age, the so-called
Weichselian. During this ice age the part to
the north of this valley was covered by the
Scandinavian ice sheet/glacier. The term
Urstromtal means ancient stream valley or
fluvio-glacial valley or more accurately icemarginal valley (Ehlers & Gibbard et al.,
2004). One of the most important factors in
the emergence of this valley is that the
Figure 2: Baruth ice-marginal valley
landscape on which it is formed is naturally
sloped upwards from the North German plain to the South in Poland. This means that the Scandinavian
ice sheets, moving from north to south, moved into a higher elevated terrain. This caused meltwater
from the glacier to not be able to travel any further southward, thus finding its way to the northwest.
Here the meltwater could continue into the North-Sea which due to the ice age was at a much lower sea
level, approximately 5 or more metres lower during the glacial maximum (Fairbanks, 1989). The
southward moving direction of the Scandinavian Ice sheets brought with it large amounts of sediments.
This valley was however not created by glacial movement directly but through the deposition of
different sediments from the meltwater. Due to the north-western movement of the meltwater, a valley
was created by means of erosion. Between the valley and the Scandinavian ice sheet a new formation
occurred called a Sander. This was caused by sediment deposition of mainly silt (Lössstaub in German),
sand and gravel. This process can also be seen visualized in figure 2. The valley is relatively uniformly
composed of sands and gravel with varying grain sizes. Mostly in the upper areas of the valley sand
deposits are relatively fine.

Figure 1: Cross-section of the formation of an Urstromtal (Ice-Marginal Valley) and Sander (Outwash Plain)

Since the formation of the landscape it has been subjected to many changes, due to the fact that the
Sander mostly consists of silt, sand and gravel it is and has been very susceptible to Aeolian processes.
The effect and impact of these processes have changed over time due to the growth of vegetation, but
also in some areas due to anthropogenic interference. Both vegetation and anthropogenic interference
can decrease or increase the effect that wind has on formational processes. Within the landscape many
geomorphological objects can be found such as ice-marginal valley terraces, dead-ice depressions,
dunes and streams. Furthermore, the valley has a relatively flat bottom that is between 1.5 and 20
kilometres wide.
This research will first start out with a smaller area to experiment with OBIA and establish
reliable parameters controlling OBIA. This area can be seen in figure 3 and shows the parabolic dunes
near Horstwalde. This area was chosen because of its clearly visible and distinguishable dunes which
make validation easier and extends over an area which includes a raster of 5 by 2 tiles which are each
2 by 2 km. Furthermore, this area has been studied more extensively which makes the validation process
of the isolation of the parabolic dunes much easier.

±

Figure 3: Experimental area, parabolic dunes near Horstwalde represented by a semitransparent topographical map overlaying a hillshade map.

After having established the parameters controlling OBIA for this region the scale of the
research will increase incorporating a large part of the Baruth Ice-Marginal Valley. Figure 4 displays
the entire area that will be used for the entire scope of this research.

Figure 4: Entire Subject area in the Baruth Ice-Marginal Valley

Theoretical Framework
To be able to adequately asses and describe the possibilities of mapping geomorphological objects it is
first necessary to have knowledge of the different methods and data that can be used to do this. In this
chapter a few important terms will be explained to provide a scientific basis on which the research is
done.

LiDAR (Point cloud data)
This measurement method uses a laser scanner that shoots laser pulses to the Earth’s surface which then
reflect back to the aircraft. This reflection time can then be used to determine the distance between a
certain object on the Earth’s surface and the aircraft. When combining this with GPS data it’s possible
to determine x, y, z coordinates for each point in a specific area, thus creating point cloud data. Because
of the very high frequency at which the laser pulses are fired the resulting data has a very high resolution.
This method is therefore very efficient in providing large scale high detailed information about the
elevation of a certain area. Furthermore, the laser pulses can distinguish different types of reflection,
thus making it possible to scan landscape characteristics through vegetation, making it very useful for
forested areas. These different types of reflection data are called returns, of which first returns are
usually the data obtained containing vegetation, buildings or any other type of elevated objects, and last
return being the final laser pulses reflecting of the surface thus only containing data concerning the bare
terrain. Although the high resolution imagery offers detailed information it is still has its drawbacks in
classifying different types of characteristics within a landscape. For instance, the use of landscape
evolution modelling in geomorphological studies is still unreliable due to the lack of available validation
methods (Anders, 2013).

DEM’s, DTM’s and LSP’s
When point cloud data is available it is possible to
transform or convert this x, y, z point data into different
maps that can be used for computational modelling such
as segmentation, isolation and classification. This makes
the otherwise useless data useful for computational
modelling. First of all, it is possible to create a Digital
Elevation Model (DEM) by interpolating the x, y, z point
cloud data into a regularly space gridded map which is a
digital representation of the terrains surface. This DEM
can be split up into two different categories, namely:
“Digital Terrain Models” (DTM) and “Digital Surface
Models” (DSM). Digital terrain models use information
based on elevation to display the bare ground surface of
a certain area, in contrast a DSM also incorporates data
visualising objects such as vegetation and buildings. For
the purpose of this research only DTMs will be used
considering the focus on geomorphological objects and
in particular dunes and the fact that the data bought by
the UvA from the Landesvermessungsamt Brandenburg
only contained last returns.
Besides the usefulness of a DTM for further
research it can also be used to distinguish different Land
Surface Parameters (LSP’s). These LSP’s each describe
different geomorphological aspects of the terrain in
question and can be used to isolate different Figure 5: LSPs, A: Elevation, B: Hillshade, C:
characteristics increasing the possibilities of classifying Openness, D: Shaded Relief, E: Slope
certain areas. Land surface parameters can be produced in multiple mays which will be further expanded
on in the Methods chapter. Some examples of these LSP’s can be seen in figure 5. Each map displays

a different LSP of a small area in the Baruth Ice-Marginal Valley. Maps A, B, D and E were made using
ArcGIS and show respectively the Elevation, Hillshade, Shaded Relief and Slope. Map C was made
using a Python script created by Anders (2013) and displays the Openness on a 251 by 251 kernel.
During this research multiple LSPs were used and created to distinguish differences in visualisation but
also differences in the object based image analysis.

eCognition: Rulesets, Segmentation, Isolation and Classification
As mentioned before DTM’s and LSP’s are gridded data sets. Each
grid cell has its own value, when analysing such datasets, a selection
can be made that classifies single cells as multiple cell cluster
describing one specific feature like for instance a dune. This selection
or isolation of geomorphological objects is called object based image
analysis or in short OBIA. OBIA clusters same value cells into one
single feature. To successfully classify dunes or other
geomorphological objects in the Baruth Ice-Marginal Valley or for any
other area for that matter multiple methods can be used within different Figure 6: Possible segmentation
methods within eCognition
software such as ArcGIS and eCognition. In this research eCognition
will be used to establish OBIA. This clustering of objects or image segmentation can be divided into
four categories, namely; edge-based, region-based, point-based or using a combination of these
categories according to Schiewe (2002). Due to the fact that this research will make use of eCognition,
the possible options within data segmentation are somewhat different but incorporate the same
principles. As seen in figure 6 there are 7 different methods to segment data. Multiresolution
segmentation is most commonly used within eCognition and land-use cover analysis, but due to the
focus on geomorphological objects in this research other segmentation methods could present more
reliable results. An important controlling parameter for each type of segmentation is the scale parameter
(SP). This parameter controls the size and scale of the segmentation process of a certain image by setting
a user defined threshold to the segmentation, based on homogeneity, and terminating segmentaiton
processes beneath this threshold. Therefore a higher SP will allow more merging and consequently
bigger objects, and vice versa . These possibilities will be further discussed within the methods and
results. This research will use classification and segmentation rulesets that are based on criteria formed
from a geomorphological perspective and these are expert driven. Due to its emulating nature the
process of segmenting and classification is very subjective to the knowledge of the user. The ways in
which images and data is segmented and classified will be further expanded on in the methods and
results.

PBIA
Although this research uses OBIA it is important to note some advancement in pixel based image
analysis (PBIA). This method does not combine pixels into different objects but analysis each pixel
individually. Weitzmann (2015) made use of this method and achieved some useful results concerning
the classification of geomorphological objects for the Baruth Ice-Marginal Valley. According to Duro
et al. (2011) there is no significant difference in the accuracy of OBIA and PBIA classification, however
this research was focused on the mapping of land-use cover and not the mapping of geomorphological
objects. The use of either OBIA or PBIA for geomorphological mapping might lead to results that are
significantly different and must therefore be explored further.

Research questions and objectives
As stated before, this research focuses on the possibilities of geomorphological mapping via software
such as eCognition. With the terms brought forth in the theoretical framework in mind the following
main research question and sub questions were established:
What are the current possibilities in semi-automated geomorphological mapping based on
LiDAR-data using DEM’s, DTM’s and LSP’s?
- Which LSP’s are the most important for identifying geomorphological features?
- Which parameters control LSP’s in OBIA?
- What is the current validity of semi-automated mapping compared to mapping through field
research?
- For which other areas could this analysis also be applied?
- How can the development of a semi-automated script concerning the geomorphological aspects
of the Baruth Ice-Marginal Valley improve the technological advancement of mapping?
- What are the upsides and downsides of using OBIA for this area?
By addressing the sub questions posted above it will be possible to broadly answer the main question
concerning these current possibilities. The first sub question focusses mainly on the technical
parameters of object based image analysis. To provide reliable information on this question a
combination of literature research and computational research will be done concerning the different
parameters that describe geomorphological features. This will be further explained within and the
methods. Furthermore, it must already be stated that the answers to these questions are focussed on the
subject area expanded on earlier, this could result in results or answer that are representative for this
area but incorrect for others. The second sub question is closely related to the previous question but
focusses predominantly on the values within object based image analysis that control land surface
parameters. The third question focuses on the validation process behind the use of semi-automated
mapping. As mentioned in the introduction a significant drawback in using these advanced technologies
is that validation is less reliable and still lacking in methods. This question aims to provide information
on the current comparison between validation through field research or other non-automated techniques
and validation via computational software. The fourth question focusses on the possibility of using the
same techniques and results brought forth by this research on other areas to determine what changes
should and could be made to create a reliable analysis of another area. This way the validity can also be
checked via reproducibility for different case study areas. The fifth sub question of this project aims to
define the relevance and possibilities that a semi-automated script concerning the geomorphological
aspects of the Baruth Ice-Marginal Valley has. Furthermore, this begs the question how can this research
result in an overall improvement of semi-automated mapping of geomorphological features in general.
Lastly the sixth question tries to provide a simple current analysis of the up- and downsides of the use
of OBIA for the Baruth Ice-Marginal Valley.

Relevance
The relevance of this research is not necessarily the classification and geomorphological mapping of
the Baruth ice-marginal valley. Although this is very informative it does not add much needed relevance
in sustainable management or other landscape management. This part of the research is therefore mainly
considered to be relevant from the science for science point of view. The real relevance of this project
is the improvement and advancement of semi-automated mapping. By determining important
controlling factors and parameters in OBIA this research will add another step or brick to the growing
reliability and validity of semi-automated mapping. Furthermore, by reproducing this method and
applying it to further research in other areas, advancement within semi-automated geomorphological
mapping could greatly increase. This is very important considering the high costs and long time spent
on mapping by hand based on field research. By moving to a more automated mapping system using
LiDAR-data and quite possibly other remote sensing technologies, costs can be decreased and scientific
advancements can be achieved much quicker.

Methods
This chapter will focus on the process behind the research that was done within ArcGIS, eCognition,
LAStools and Python. As stated in the theoretical framework it is first necessary to convert the data into
useful maps or extension that can be imported and analysed within ArcGIS and eCognition. Many
different methods were used and will all be individually described.

Creating DTM and LSPs
The creation of a DTM and multiple LSPs was done using ArcGIS, LAStools and the Python script
created and used by Anders (2013). This interpolation and conversion of the original x, y, z point cloud
data can be done with LAStools software. The LAStools converts the point cloud data into .las data
which can then be used in ArcGIS. Furthermore, the LAStools are also able to merge the different tiles
of LiDAR data into a single .las file making it easier to analyse in eCognition when directly importing
.las data. First the decision was made to create all the LSP necessary for experimental classification to
be able to determine which LSPs can be useful within the scope of this research. To do this the converted
.las files were imported via a las dataset. This las dataset can display different LSPs such as elevation,
slope, aspect and the contour lines of the area as shown in figure 7. It can furthermore display the
different returns within a LiDAR dataset and the different classes. This last feature is however irrelevant
for the purpose of this research considering there are only last returns and the data has no predefined
classes. The LAS dataset is very useful to analyse smaller areas in high detail, due to its characteristic
of not losing resolution after importing data. This does however mean that the data can only be displayed
on a scale of roughly 1:8000 and smaller, which is therefore not useful for the entire area in the Baruth
Ice-Marginal Valley.

Figure 7: LSPs made via LAS dataset (left to right and top to bottom: Aspect, Slope, Elevation, Contour)

To make use of the maps created from the LAS dataset it is necessary to export the data by using the
LAS dataset to raster tool in ArcGIS. By doing this LSP’s can be made on a usable scale, this does
however mean that the resulting maps will have less detail than the original LAS dataset. Besides this
LAS dataset it is also possible to create a Terrain dataset and a Mosaic dataset. The terrain dataset can
be made by converting the LAS dataset into a contour shape file and using this as a basis in the terrain
model. The mosaic dataset can be created by directly importing the .las files either as single or multiple
tiles and can then be converted into LSP’s by creating multiple referenced mosaic datasets and using

different mathematical functions on each dataset. Each method within ArcGIS has different possibilities
and characteristics which will be shown in the results.
Besides creating LSP’s via ArcGIS it is also possible to create then directly via LAStools by using the
las2dem tool. These maps are usually of a higher detail and can therefore be more useful in OBIA.
However not all LSP’s can be created via LAStools, such as aspect. The maps used for the classification
and analysis will be provided in the results of this report.
Lastly the script created by Anders
(2013) can be used to create openness on a
251m by 251m and 25m by 25m kernel, Slope
and RGB maps, as shown in figure 8. Of these
maps mainly the openness maps could prove
to be useful in this research or further
Figure 8: Part of the script made by Anders (2013) used to
research.
create openness

Selecting LSPs and creating rulesets
Through an iterative process LSP’s will be selected to perform OBIA in E-Cognition. This means that
besides selecting the right LSP’s to be able to isolate dunes in the area there is also a need to select the
right method of creating LSP’s for the dunes in the Baruth Ice-Marginal Valley. The first step in creating
the correct ruleset as stated before is using the right type of segmentation. For most LSP’s
multiresolution segmentation yields useful objects, some LSP’s however can be better segmented by
using spectral difference segmentation as will be shown in the results. After the segmentation the data
can be classified by using different formulas to calculate the location and occurrence of objects fitting
into this rule. By combining these steps a ruleset can be created. By applying this to all the different
LSP’s in different “projects” it’s possible to create a somewhat reliable result. This entire process will
be expanded on for each LSP in the results.

Validation
The last part describing the methods that will be used during this research is the validation of the entire
OBIA and semi-automatization process. Each step in the OBIA process must of course be validated to
be able to determine if the analysis is reliable or not. This can be done in multiple ways. First of all, the
use of geological maps, these are however hard to come by. Secondly there are some geographical maps
available which also display dunes. Although
this is not common for geographical maps the
drawn dune crest lines have shown to be
roughly 70% correct after validation with the
help of geological maps of the areas of
Luckenwalde and Lübben (Soethout, 2016,
unpublished). Lastly geomorphological maps
are the most reliable concerning this research.
They are however also difficult to ascertain.
The geomorphological map created by de
Boer (1992) provides some information on
certain objects within the landscape, as shown
in figure 9. Although the original scale of this
map is 1:10000 it was then scaled down to a
size of 1:100000, because of this downscaling
it cannot be used for more detailed validation,
also due to the fact that it does not distinguish
individual dunes and does not have the same
pixel size as the LiDAR data (1 x 1m per
Figure 9: Geomorphological map of the Baruth Ice-Marginal Valley (de Boer,
1992)

pixel). However, the map made by Soethout (2016, unpublished) based on the geographical map of de
Boer (1992) does provided more detailed options of validation. Although it does not encompass the
entire area it will still be used for validation purposes. Furthermore the method of validation used for
the smaller experimental area in this research is a dune outline of the Parabolic dunes near Horstwalde
made by Snoek (2016, unpublished). These were digitized by hand on the basis of the same LiDAR
data and are the most accurate classification thus far of this area. Aside from these methods the best
validation still remains field research. This will however not be part of this research due to costs and
time pressure.

Results
LSP results
As stated before ArcGIS was mainly used to create LSP’s considering there are multiple methods and
datasets that can be used to create these LSP’s this research will focus on the differences between the
methods and the LSP’s used for OBIA. First of all, elevation was used to make a selection in absolute
height. There appeared to be no significant difference between the elevation maps made from the LAS
dataset, Mosaic dataset or terrain dataset. Furthermore the conversion of .las files to an elevation map
via LAStools yielded results with a higher resolution, however the difference was unsubstantial and
considering the fact that there was no significant difference in segmentation and therefore classification
within eCognition, the choice was made to use the original .tif files made via the LAS dataset to improve
computational time. The elevation map is shown in figure 10 and already shows a clear location for the
parabolic dunes near Horstwalde and some other dune occurrence.

Figure 10: Elevation map created via the LAS dataset in ArcGIS.

The second map that was chosen is the shaded relief map created via the Mosaic dataset (figure 11).
This LSP is useful to analyse the relative elevation of the area. Furthermore, it as a three banded RGB
layer which makes it possible to make certain rules within the ruleset of eCognition that can further
isolate certain objects, this will be further explained in the eCognition results. The python script by
Anders (2013) can also create a RGB layer as mentioned before and could also prove to be very useful
in classifying the dunes in the Baruth Ice-Marginal Valley.
The third map used to classify and isolate dunes is the LSP slope. This was also created from
the LAS dataset in ArcGIS for the same reasons as the elevation map and can be seen in figure 12. The
slope map is particularly useful for dunes considering the clear and smooth transition from convex to
concave shape that dunes display, which makes it easier to classify according to a fixed slope angle.
Furthermore, Bagnold (2012) did extensive research into the formation and characteristic of dunes and

states that on average sand dunes do not exceed a slope of 34°. This is further supported by the slope
map in which the parabolic dunes near Horstwalde do no exceed roughly 35°.
The fourth and last LSP that proved useful is the hillshade map and can be seen in figure 13.
This map was made via the Mosaic dataset due to its higher resolution then the hillshade made via the
LAS dataset. This could also be achieved via the las2dem tool but would again increase computational
time. Other LSP’s were used to show limitations in OBIA and data conversion and will be expanded on
in the discussion.

Figure 11: Shaded relief map created from the Mosaic dataset in ArcGIS.

Figure 12: Slope map created from the LAS Dataset in ArcGIS.

Figure 13: Hillshade map created from Mosaic dataset in ArcGIS.

eCognition results
The results achieved for OBIA within eCognition will be discussed for every LSP separately showing
both the ruleset and the accompanying classification result. Considering eCognition does not seem to
have reliable ways of combining rulesets, classifications and maps into a single map it was necessary
to separately create rulesets and classification for each LSP. To combine the resulting classifications,
the results within eCognition were exported as shapefiles and then merged in ArcGIS to prepare for
validation. The process of merging and validation will be discussed in the next part of this research.
Elevation:

Figure 14: Top right: The ruleset used for elevation, Top left: The class hierarchy used for every LSP,
Below: The classification made using elevation

For elevation a multiresolution segmentation with a scale parameter of 10 was used, meaning that
objects will be made of similar pixels on a scale of 10 pixels per individual pixel. The resulting
segmented objects are then classified by first creating a class called dunes as seen in the top right of
figure 14. After this a ruleset is made selecting objects on their absolute height. The lowest point in this
area is 42.65 meters above sealevel (NHN, Normal Höhen Null) and the highest point is 117.987 meters
above NHN. Considering the apparent location of most dunes is found between a height of roughly 43
meters and 64 meters NHN, objects within this scale where classified as dunes by using the brightness
index of the elevation map. After this classification, objects that were of a pixel size above 80 were
unclassified due to the fact that the dunes are segmented into smaller areas that do not exceed this value.
This assumption can be made because objects are segmented according to height and considering a dune
does not have a fixed height but increase or decreases in height within itself it will be segmented into
smaller areas, and the other hand objects in areas that are homogenous in height are therefore bigger
then the pixel size of 80 and should be declassified.
As can be seen in the classification map the areas classified as dunes incorporate most dunes
very accurately, however it is clearly visible that areas to the south are classified as dunes that should
not be. There were no possible solutions found to declassify this area automatically, however when
combining elevation with other LSP classification such as slope, more reliable classification could be
created.

Shaded Relief:

Figure 15: Top: The ruleset used for Shaded relief, Below: The classification made using the shaded relief

For shaded relief a multiresolution segmentation with a scale parameter of 150 was used. The choice
for a bigger scale parameter for this LSP is based on the fact that the pixel density of the shaded relief
is higher than that of the elevation because it is based on the mosaic dataset. Furthermore, a larger object
segmentation yielded better results in further classification. Classification for shaded relief was based
on the relative height differences between the different objects, with a minimum difference set to 0.5 m
and a maximum difference set to 2.1 meters. This was based on a highly subjective analysis of the
shaded relief map within ArcGIS. It is therefore less reliable as a classification. Further declassification
was done by excluding classified areas of a total pixel size above 17000 and segmented areas above a
size of 410 pixels. Lastly some areas within the dunes became declassified due to the possibility of
exceeding the maximum elevation difference. To re-incorporate these areas within dunes an analysis
was made based on the mean difference of each area compared to neighbouring areas. If a certain
segmented area appears to be surrounded by the same relative elevation within the set limits it is
reclassified as a dune.
Once again the Dunes are clearly visible within the selection but the southern part of the area
still has large objects classified as dunes when they should not be. This is once again typical for areasfor
areas that are very similar in height characteristics. There is however a slight improvement which could
be useful when combining the classifications.

Slope:

Figure 16: Top: The ruleset used for slope, Bottom: The classification based on slope using multiresolution
segmentation

For slope two different types of segmentations were used, besides the use of multiresolution
segmentation (figure 16) with a default scale parameter of 10 there was also an edge ratio split layer
segmentation (figure 17) applied due to the improved results in segmentation of dune edges. Further
classification was relatively easy and based on the brightness. The areas selected have a slope angle
between 10° and 36° which as stated before is supported by evidence from Bagnold (2012).

Figure 17: The classification based on slope using edge ratio split layer segmentation

Hillshade:

Figure 18: Up: The ruleset used for
hillshade, Right: The classification
based on hillshade

For hillshade (with default sun
position, Northwest, altitude 45,
azimuth 315) a multiresolution
segmentation
with a scale
parameter of 50 was used to clearly
segment the darker areas on the
map. A larger scale parameter would mean creating segmented areas which also include brighter areas
which would not by usable for further analysis and a smaller scale would only increase the
computational time without improving results. Classification was once again based on brightness. The
purpose of this LSP is mainly conformation of the classifications within the slope map and further
declassification of areas that were wrongly classified as dunes in prior LSP classifications.

RGB (python):

Figure 19: Top: The ruleset used
for RGB, Right: The classification
based on RGB.

The final LSP that was used for
OBIA is the RGB map created with
the python script from Anders
(2013). Prior to the research it was
not intended and yet is one of the
most useful maps in OBIA. Here
also a default multiresolution
segmentation was used and a
selection on brightness which
incorporated all the visible dunes.
This selection is similar to that of
the shaded relief which is also an
RGB layer, seeing as a selection is made based on relative height. Besides this selection, areas in the
south and certain anthropogenic objects were declassified by analysing the image on the basis of the
standard deviation of the outer lines of each segment. This means that if the curvature exceeds the
boundaries of the standard deviation of the average segment in this area it is declassified. Thus in short
declassifying certain straight lines that do not occur in dune formations.

Validation
Before validating the classification that were shown above it is necessary to merge the different
classifications. Considering there is no reliable way to do this as of yet in eCognition the decision was
made to export the classifications and merge them in ArcGIS. Furthermore, simply merge all the
classifications as a whole would only decrease the validity of the classification seeing as certain LSP
classified areas that are not dunes in actuality. Therefore, to achieve a reliable result when merging the
classifications each shapefile was re-segmented to the size of the LAS tiles prior to merging the data
within either ArcGIS or LAStools. Then for each tile a different merging method was used based on
the most important LSP for each tile, this way the most reliable results could be achieved. The most
important LSP per tile can be seen in figure 20. The resulting classification can be seen in figure 21.

Figure 20: The most important LSP's per tile used to merge the classification
and create the final combined classification of dunes.

Now that a final classification has been made after merging it is possible to validate the
classification on both the entire scale of the research area but also specifically for the parabolic dunes
near Horstwalde. First a comparison will be made for the entire area with the geomorphological map
made by de Boer (1992). Figure 22 shows that almost all classified areas are within areas that are
classified as dunes (yellow dotted) according to de Boer (1992). There are however areas that are not
classified which could either be wrongfully classified or are no longer visible within the LiDAR data
used for this research. Due to the different scale size mentioned earlier, the lack of individual dune
distinguishing and the fact that the map by de Boer is hand drawn it is difficult to precisely describe
the reliability of the classification via eCognition. It does however seem to be roughly correct. To
calculate a more precise reliability of the classification achieved via OBIA it is necessary to compare
the parabolic dunes near Horstwalde with the maps made by Snoek (2016, unpublished).

Figure 21: Final classification of the dunes in the Baruth Ice-Marginal Valley based on
OBIA of LSP's created from LiDAR data.

Figure 22: Validation of entire area based on the geomorphological map from de Boer (1992)

To do this the area must first be clipped to the same
size, after having the same layer size it is possible to
compare the polygon area of both the classified dunes
via OBIA and the dunes classified by hand by Snoek
(2016, unpublished). This yields the results shown in
figure 23. As can be seen in the figure, the percentage
of overlap is significant. When creating a new map
based on the differences the reliability is even more
clearly visible (figure 23). By calculating the areas
with the spatial statistics toolbox we see that the area
size of the OBIA classified dunes is roughly 3.7
million m2 whereas the dunes created by Snoek (2016,
unpublished) have an area size of roughly 2.2 million
m2. The difference map has an area size of 1.7 million
m2, this would suggest there is still a big difference
between the classifications of roughly 46 % meaning
that the validity of the OBIA classification is 54%.
This may however not be the actual validity due to the
subjectivity of dune classification in both this and
Snoek’s (2016, unpublished) research. It is clearly
visible that the map displaying the difference between
both classifications shows that the areas around the
dunes in the non-automated classification are
classified in the OBIA classification. This could be
the results of a different elevation boundary set for the
classification of dunes.

Figure 23: Three maps comparing the hand drawn dunes and
OBIA classified dunes

Figure 23: Difference between classification based on hand drawn polygons and OBIA classification
of the parabolic dunes near Horstwalde

These same methods can be applied to the map of Soethout (2016, unpublished) as can be seen in figure
24. Again there is a clear overlap, however it does become apparent that areas outside of the parabolic
dunes are less reliable then within this experimental area. This is probably due to the less clear features
of the dunes in the more southern parts of the Baruth Ice-Marginal Valley. Further validation for the
entire area is needed, to do this it is necessary to gain further information on the actual location of the
dunes in the Baruth Ice-Marginal Valley.

Figure 24: Three maps comparing the Soethout dunes and OBIA classified dunes

Possibilities within Python
As stated before the script created by Anders (2013) can
also produce openness maps. These are not very useful
in classifying dunes but can be useful for other objects
in this area such as the ditches that are common around
the agricultural lands in this area. Figure 24 shows a
quick OBIA and classifications for these ditches. This is
a simple representation of the areas between the different
agricultural fields. Further research could yield results
that are more detailed up to decimetre differences in
height. Furthermore, this script was created for the
purpose of creating LSP’s for an area in Austria with
much higher elevation and different geomorphological
characteristics altogether. Adjustment could be made to
better suit the Baruth Ice-Marginal Valley in further
research and with more and more research done
concerning
the
semi-automated
mapping
of
geomorphological objects it might be possible to
integrate the rulesets within a Python script. This script
would however always have to be adjusted to the scale
and characteristics of the area in question.

Figure 24: Classification of ditches based on
openness (25m x 25m) in a small area of the
Baruth Ice-Marginal Valley

General results
Considering the results and iterative process and explorative nature of this entire research it is possible
to determine some strength and weaknesses that arise when applying OBIA on LiDAR data using
eCognition software and further more discuss the questions set out before this research. In the general
results every sub question will be answered and the weaknesses and strengths of OBIA will be brought
to light.
First of all, the most important LSP’s in identifying geomorphological features are the RGB
layer created via the python script, slope and shaded relief. These LSP’s showed the most promising
results in classifications of dunes due to the characteristics displayed in each LSP. This is however
purely the case for dunes in this area. Other geomorphological objects will have different LSP’s that
can distinguish them and furthermore other areas also might need other LSP’s to identify specific
geomorphological objects.
Secondly the parameters controlling LSP’s in OBIA are again different for each LSP and each
geomorphological object. In this case the important parameters brought to light were slope angle
ranging from 10° to 36°, a relative elevation difference of 0.5 to 2.1 meter and a height ranging from
roughly 43 to 64 meter NHN. Furthermore, classification rules such as declassifying on the basis of
neighbouring class values and object size via skeletal isolation can control each different LSP within
eCognition.
Thirdly, the current validity of semi-automated mapping compared to other non-automated
mapping methods is hard to determine. The lack of validation data in this research makes it hard to give
any significant validity, however the images provided in the results clearly show an overlapping
similarity. Further research could yield better results and validity could therefore increase quite quickly.
Currently there are still many issues related to OBIA and geomorphological mapping in eCognition,
however the validity achieved within this short research shows promising results.
Fourthly, the rulesets created for OBIA in eCognition for this research could also be applied to
other areas with a low elevation and a low relative elevation, such as the dune landscapes in the
Netherlands. It will however be necessary to make certain adjustments in the segmentation of the data.

Furthermore, the applicability of these rulesets on other areas and data is highly dependent on the quality
of the LiDAR data and conversion of this data prior to OBIA.
Fifthly, as stated before this research was explorative and was based on an iterative process.
The way in which this improves the technological advancement of mapping is not necessarily related
to the actual rulesets that were made but rather the resulting strengths and weaknesses of OBIA that are
brought forth from these analyses. By stipulating were OBIA is still currently lacking, further research
can aim to improve these issues and weaknesses.
Lastly, there are many strengths and weaknesses related to OBIA. The following section will
describe these strengths and weaknesses shortly.
OBIA strengths:
- OBIA uses a method of image analysis that works intuitively based on expert knowledge
concerning geomorphological characteristics. This enables a method of conceptually
organizing the landscape that is akin to the way humans conceptually organize non-automated
mapping, unlike with pixel based image analysis.
- The possibility of using different LSP’s creates many different ways to segment and isolate
geomorphological objects. Each object has unique characteristics that are easily distinguishable
via OBIA of LSP’s.
- By segmenting data within OBIA computational times are greatly decreased compared to
individual pixel analyses. This could result in much more rapid results and therefore cheaper
research costs and a faster technological advancement (Hay & Castilla, 2006).
- The option to directly export classified objects to shapefiles makes comparing and further
analysing data within ArcGIS much easier.
OBIA weaknesses:
-

-

-

-

Currently not much research has been done concerning the semi-automatic classification of
geomorphological objects. Much more is known about the classification of land-use covers.
This combined with the somewhat overly complicated possibilities within the eCognition
feature view tree and ruleset, make it difficult to determine what rules must be incorporated for
a given LSP and geomorphological object. In general, there is still a lack of consensus on the
conceptual foundations of this somewhat new paradigm (Hay & Castilla, 2006).
Combining different LSP classifications and rulesets within eCognition seems to be unreliable
or to not yield any results. This is a mayor issue considering no single geomorphological object
is controlled or can be describe by a single LSP. The method of merging data in ArcGIS is a
time consuming issue and could be prevented by creating simple toolsets that combine
classifications within eCognition.
The process of OBIA is highly subjective and can therefore yield unrealistic results when not
combined with expert knowledge of both the technology behind OBIA and geomorphological
characteristics. Even if these “assumptions” are met it is possible to make crucial mistakes in
the process of classification due to unreliable data or lacking validation methods.
The process of importing LiDAR data directly into eCognition seems to bring about some issue
when LiDAR data does not contain Intensity. When using elevation as a basis for importation
there are still issues with the visualisation after converting the .las data to different LSP’s within
eCognition. This could however also be the cause of problems within the LiDAR data used for
this research.

Discussion
Considering the explorative nature of this
research the discussion will mostly focus on
issues that came about during the research and
possible other methods that could be used to
create similar results. First of all, as mentioned in
the theoretical framework it is important to
choose the right method to create different LSP’s.
An example of this is the aspect map which was
not used for this research. As shown in figure 25
the aspect map made from the LAS dataset is
more detailed then the aspect map made from the
terrain dataset, this is due to differences in the
interpolation techniques of both datasets. The
LAS dataset uses a simple form of interpolation
whereas the terrain dataset makes us of triangular
interpolation. If LSP’s are not used and chosen
correctly it could affect the eventual classification
of certain objects.
The process of merging the different
classifications of each LSP into a single
classification in ArcGIS cannot be deemed
completely semi-automatic due to the fact that Figure 25: Top: Aspect map created from the Legend
Flat (-1)
terrain dataset, Bottom: Aspect map created
each tile needed a different combination. This
North (0-22.5)
from the LAS dataset.
Northeast (22.5-67.5)
process was comparable to non-automated
East (67.5-112.5)
mapping and should not be part of the semi-automated process of geomorphological mapping.
Southeast (112.5-157.5)
South (157.5-202.5)
The scale of this research had a particularly large impact on the possibilities of OBIA
Southwest (202.5-247.5)
in eCognition. When using a smaller scale, classification is much easier due to the more
West (247.5-292.5)
Northwest (292.5-337.5)
detailed visualisation and validation. Further research might benefit from first focussing on a
North (337.5-360)
single tile and achieving preferable results and then applying this to one extra tile at a time to
further specify the boundaries set within the ruleset instead of immediately incorporating the entire
research area.

Conclusion
OBIA is a subjective method of mapping relying on expert knowledge and can be compared to the
analysis one makes when doing field research. By using different parameters in the landscape (LSP’s)
it is possible to distinguish certain geomorphological features and classify objects such as dunes.
Because of the intuitive approach that can be used in OBIA it is a much more preferable semi-automated
mapping method then others such as pixel based image analysis. It is however important to prepare and
treat the data used for OBIA correctly. When creating LSP’s many mistakes can be made by using the
wrong software or wrong dataset. Besides decreasing the reliability, it could also increase computational
times and cause errors when importing and exporting data between the different software. Furthermore,
it is important to note the scale of the research area, considering larger scale OBIA could result in
endless repetition of rulesets that yield no favourable results. Moreover, the different methods of
segmentation should be considered anew for every LSP, because of the possible preferable outcomes
of for instance edge ratio split layer segmentation compared to standard multiresolution segmentation.
The object of this paper has been to provide information about the possible methods within
OBIA and present a current state of the accuracy, strength and weaknesses of OBIA and the software
that used in the semi-automated mapping of geomorphological objects. The results brought forth show
a classification with a favourable validity concerning the location of dunes in the Baruth Ice-Marginal
Valley. There is however much room for improvement in both validation processes and in software

capabilities and software usability. Currently there does not seem to be a fixed method of OBIA for
any geomorphological feature, which means that for every new analysis trying to classify a certain
geomorphological object in a different area, each step done within this research should be replicated to
increase the reliability of the eventual classification. Though certainly not definitive the methods used
for this research are a useful guideline for further research. To conclude, OBIA currently provides some
of the best options in semi-automated mapping, it is however still very unstable and complicated when
mapping geomorphological objects. The lack of combining different rulesets and classifications
ascertained via multiple LSP’s is very cumbersome. However, by combining eCognition software with
other software such as ArcGIS, LAStools and Python it becomes possible to create quite reliable results.
Nonetheless, currently most semi-automated mapping using OBIA should be validated via field
research.
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